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Wallblake Estate Chain of Ownership

Valentine Blake  
Abraham Howell  
John Ruan  
? Thomas Hodge?  
Thomas Hodge Jr., *son of above*  
Margaret Hodge, *widow of above* (95 enslaved people)  
Jonathan Harvey Hodge & Margaret Proctor, *children of above*  
Margaret Proctor  
Jonathan Harvey Hodge (& Margaret Proctor ?)  
(1/2=80 acres for £7,958)  
Deborah Susannah Hodge, *widow of above*  
(135 enslaved people valued at £5,565 in 1834)  
James Louis Lake, *son of above* (100 acres in 1872)  
Henrietta Theresa Lake, *widow of above*  
Marie Louise Rey Lake, *daughter of above*  
Catholic Church
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Pre–1750+  
???? 1765 ????  
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~1900 –?????  
???? –1976  
1976 – 2018
Conference Center/Old Church

Modern Church

Dry-stone wall to the kitchen

Wallblake House looking NW
Wallblake Estate
Historic and Modern Features
Modern Cemetery and dry-stone walls
Animal Mill
Wallblake Estate

Key
Fence: ————
Mortared wall: ———
Dry Stone wall: ————
Inferred Building Boundaries: — — —
Property Line: × × ×
Locus B, Kitchen
“Shovel” testing in Locus H (the African Village)
Unit 1, Locus H
(the African Village)
Locus H
(the African Village)
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